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Spray dynamics

I According to Webster’s Dictionary, a spray is “liquid broken up into
minute droplets and blown, ejected into, or falling through the air”
(or another gas).

I The material we wish to disperse into the gas is normally a
condensed liquid stored in a container and then pumped out, so we
need to go from a stream of continuous liquid into a collection of
droplets.

I An injector converts continuous liquid into a collection of droplets,
and it does that by adding energy somehow.

I In order to understand this energy scenario we should discuss the
energy balance in a drop, and that has to do with interface energy.

I We know from thermodynamics that a system will achieve
equilibrium if the Gibbs free energy is minimized. Here we are
discussing thermodynamic quantities (i.e. pressure and
temperature) and also mechanical properties

like surface forces.



Spray dynamics

I The surface forces (surface tension) arise because inside a drop each
molecule is surrounded by similar molecules and the binding forces
(e.g. van der Walls) are uniform. At a surface, the liquid binding
forces are directed toward the center, but they are not
counter-balanced by the molecules on the other side of the interface.

I Binding forces acting between the molecules of same type are called

cohesive forces (i.e. for the molecules in the center of a drop).

Forces acting between molecules of different types are called

adhesive forces (e.g. between the liquid and air). When adhesive

forces are stronger than cohesive forces, the liquid acquires a

concave interface and when adhesive forces are weaker the liquid

acquires a convex interface (e.g. a drop).



Spray dynamics

I For an interface between a liquid and a gas, for example, we can
write the change in Gibbs free energy as (based upon the Maxwell
relations)1:

dG = −SdT − VliqdPliq − VgasdPgas + σdA+
∑
i

µidni (1)

where:

G = Gibbs free energy, S = Entropy,
T = temperature, V = volume,
P = Pressure, σ = surface tension,
A = surface area, ni = number of moles

of species i,
µi = chemical potential (µi ≡ ∂Gi/∂ni)

of species i

1
see e.g. Physics and Chemistry of Interfaces: Third Edition,

H.-G. Butt, K. Graff, M. Kappl, ISBN: 978-3-527-41216-7, Wiley, (2013)



Spray dynamics

I Equation 1 for constant T, P and n becomes:(
dG

dA

)
T,P,n

= σ (2)

Equation 2 indicates that surface tension controls the equilibrium
drop size, as you probably expected.

I For a fixed value of surface tension; to make smaller drops (negative
dA) will require a similar negative dG.

I What this means is that in order to shrink the drop size we’d need
the input of work (work-in is negative in the thermodynamic sign
convention) to overcome the balance in equation 1. That work
would be a form of energy that has not been included in equation 1.

I Where do we get the energy required to generate small drops?



Spray dynamics

I We can generate drops immediately from the liquid column as it
leaves the injector (called “primary breakup”) and they then break
up further as they flow downstream (called “secondary breakup”).
Here we will discuss just primary breakup; the initial breaking of the
liquid column to produce “primary drops”.

I In fact, we can define a dimensionless Weber number as:

We ≡ ρV 2`

σ
(3)

where ρ is the density of the liquid, V is the relevant velocity, and `
is a characteristic length (e.g. liquid column diameter for primary
breakup).

Note that We is the ratio between kinetic energy acting to break up

the column divided by surface tension energy holding it together.

High We indicates vigorous breakup.



Spray dynamics

I The required energy can come from turbulence:

� Wall-bounded turbulence inside the
nozzle will suddenly be released as the
flow exits into the gas. Eddies with large
amounts of kinetic energy in the radial
direction can provide the work required
to overcome surface tension.

Unfortunately, the turbulence cascade

means the flow does not have the kinetic

energy at small scales (the dissipative

scales) to produce very small drops.



Spray dynamics

I The required energy can come from shear2:

. Shear forces act at the interface
between the liquid and gas.
. In this image there is a central,
laminar liquid core with a
high-speed annular gas flow
surrounding it.

. Note the wave structures on the

surface. The drop size will be on

the order of the film thickness at

the edge of each wave.

2
“Liquid Jet Instability and Atomization in a Coaxial

Gas Stream”, J. C. Lasheras and E. J. Hopfinger,
Annu. Rev. Fluid Mech., 32:275308, (2000)



Spray dynamics

I The required energy can come from:

. Turbulence plus shear can be a powerful combination.

. Even small amounts of swirl

inside the injector can contribute

to rapid radial expansion as the

liquid leaves the nozzle, and that

strongly enhances shear breakup.



Spray dynamics

I The required energy can come from bubbles:

Shadowgram of a collapsing bubble, from Jiayi Zhou, Chalmers
University

. Bubbles in the flow (e.g. from
cavitation) can suddenly collapse,
sending powerful shock waves
radially out from the center of the
former bubble. At the edge they
can have enough energy to break
the surface.



Spray dynamics

I There are spray systems that are designed to enhance some of these
processes:

. “Air-blast” atomizers rely upon shear between a gas and liquid,
and so they require high air momentum to maximize shear.
. “Effervescent sprays” create a bubbly flow inside the injector to
take advantage of bubbles bursting.
. “Simplex” atomizers create strong swirl in the flow, creating a
conical spray. “Hollow cone” sprays do that without rotation just by
the design on the outlet.

I So how do we capture the dynamics of such flows?



Planar velocimetry

I We rely upon image correlation techniques.

I Start with Particle image velocimetry (PIV) as a simple example.

. The flow has to be seeded with oil

droplets or particles.



PIV
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. An example PIV system, which relies upon two laser pulses.



PIV

I To achieve good spatial resolution
the flow must be densely seeded.

I One can’t just follow individual
particles between the two frames
(that’s called ’particle tracking
velocometry’) because the particle
density makes it impossible.

I Instead, the image is divided into
many small interrogation cells
(typically around 1 mm square in
the flow).

I The interrogation cell from frame 1

is correlated with the cell from

frame 2.



PIV image processing

I Two interrogation cells from
images taken with a known
time separation ∆t.

I A correlation between the
two is found using FFT’s.

. The correlation theorem

says that we can correlate

two functions (here two

different 2-D intensity

distributions) by taking the

Fourier transform of each,

multiplying them, and then

taking the inverse transform

of the product.



PIV image processing

I The correlation produces a
cell-averaged offset ∆` and
velocity is then ∆`/∆t.

I Notice the background noise

in the correlation; the

correlation peak has to rise

above it or the vector is not

legitimate (not ’validated’).

A correlation result.



PIV details

I There are actually a lot of details hiding inside the commercial PIV
processing instrumentation. Most of the time it is fine to just use
the instrument, but it is good to know what is going on.

I R. Adrian3 published a number of guidelines for high quality PIV.
First, he said that the imaging system produces a spot image
corresponding to every particle. If we assume the imaging system is
diffraction limited, the particle image size di at the chip can be
estimated by:

di =
(
M2d2

p + d2
s

)1/2
, where ds is the diffraction-limited point

response function of the lens given by

ds = 2.44(1 +M)f/#λ

here M is the magnification and f/# is the lens F-number defined

by (lens focal length)/(diameter) (you set that with the camera

aperture).

3
see e.g. “Particle Imaging Techniques for Experimental Fluid Mechanics”,

R.J. Adrian, Annu. Rev. Fluid Mech., 23, 261-304, (1991)



PIV details

I Real systems are not diffraction limited so the spot size will be
bigger.

I That spot size estimate is controlled in part by diffraction.
Diffraction limited spots are smaller if the diameter of the lens is
larger, which is why ds ∝ f/# in the expression.

I Real lenses have aberrations (which are not included in the
estimate) and if you use a small f/# (open the aperture a lot) you
may suffer from them.

I The goal is to achieve the smallest spot size possible with the
optical system so that the correlations are crisp.

I The estimate is useful, however, in terms of the magnification given
by the setup you chose. Once you have a setup, you can just look at
spot images in real time and adjust the lens to give the best image.

I Sometimes (e.g. tomographic PIV) it is more important to have a
long depth of field, which means

using a large f/#.



PIV details

I The quality of the correlation peak

(height of the peak compared to

the sub-peaks caused by noise)

determines the error in part, and if

the system decides the ratio

between the main peak and the

next peak is too low it will discard

the data (they will not be ’validated

vectors’ in the language of PIV).



PIV details

I To get a decent quality correlation peak one needs to have over 15
particle pairs inside each interrogation cell. That need controls
spatial resolution in the flowfield because if the seeding density is
low, one has to use bigger interrogation cells.

I Relative particle displacement (controlled by the time delay between
laser pulses ∆t for a given flow) is also important. If the particles
are too close then it will be hard to correlate them, and if ∆t is too
big then the second particle image will be over in an adjacent
interrogation cell.

I The minimum in-plane displacement should be about twice di and
the maximum displacement should be less than 1/4 of the
interrogation cell size dc, or:√
u2 + v2∆t < dc

4M (just a “rule of thumb”).

I Also, keep di < 0.1dc.



PIV details

I For turbulent flow with 2-D PIV, the out-of-plane motion can be a
problem; the second particle image could be lost because the
particle left the laser plane. A good rule of thumb is to hold:
w∆t
∆z◦
≤ 0.25

where w is the out of plane velocity and ∆z◦ is the laser sheet
thickness. Adjusting the camera so that the depth of field matches
or exceeds the sheet thickness (when possible) is a good idea.

I If there are velocity gradients (∆u) inside an interrogation cell the
correlation peak can smear out, which lowers the height of the peak.
Rules of thumb for that problem are:
∆udc
udi
≤ 4 and M∆u∆t

di
≤ 1

I Do these things really matter?

If you start to get data you don’t trust, start to think about these

things.



PIV details

cell 1

cell 2

I That is just an introduction to the
kinds of issues people must concern
themselves with, especially if they
wish to study a challenging flow or
extend the technique. Many other
tricks are performed.

I For example, instead of this

Going to this



PIV details

cell 1

cell 2

cell 3

I Modern systems overlap
interrogation cells (usually by a
reported percentage)
Going to this
Going to this, and that gives some
averaging for better noise while
improving resolution.

I There are also tricks for locating
correlation peaks at a sub-pixel
level despite pixellation of the
images.

I Most of this goes on in software

without the user interacting.



PIV

I Why, then, did I say all of that?

I In the last 10 years some people
seem to have started to think they
can just point a camera and laser
and then let the software sort it
out, and there are times when it is
obvious that their data can’t be
correct.

I Some people have even tried to
extract velocities in dense regions
with multiple scattering using their
PIV systems.

I The features in such a flow are not

point scatterers; the PIV

correlations will not work properly

but the software will automatically

invent data anyway.



PIV

I There are some cases where one
can use PIV in a spray:

. One can look downstream in a
more dilute region where multiple
scattering is not a problem.

. The drops have to be small

enough that they will follow the

gas flow (the same constraint

applied to PIV particles).

M. Andersson and J. Wärnberg, Paper ID
ICLASS2009-189, 2009.



Stereoscopic PIV

I ’Stereoscopic’ PIV uses two
double-image cameras
viewing the laser plane at an
angle (with camera lenses in
the ’Scheimpflug’
arrangement).

I There is simply a

geometrical transformation

that maps a tilted object

plane to an image plane.



Stereoscopic PIV

I This allows one to extract an
out-of-plane velocity component.

I The camera alignments have to be
matched before starting because
the out of plane motion will be
extracted by geometrically
comparing the interrogation cell
vector from camera 1 to that of
camera 2. This is done by placing a
grid in the same location as the
laser plane and then real-time
image processing is used to match
the 2 cameras up.

I Stereoscopic PIV then provides a

2-D image of 3-D velocity.

75Stereo Particle Imaging Velocimetry Techniques
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Figure 4.2
The schematic for the reconstruction of three components of the displacement vector for stereo 
PIV measurements.



Stereoscopic PIV

that only features at typical LES grid scales and
larger are imaged simultaneously with FRS. For this
investigation, simultaneous FRS and multishot OH-
PLIF were captured in a similar manner as for the
PIV�OH-PLIF imaging. For each investigated flame
condition 600 joint FRS and OH-PLIF sequences
were collected to generate statistics.

3. Results and Discussions

The measurement techniques, the specific flow rates
and the equivalence ratios selected for this work are
somewhat different from those of Cheng and co-
workers [8,10–14,16,17], but the findings of the pro-
gram described here are consistent with the results
published by that group.

Figure 4 shows an ensemble averaged image of 500
stereo PIV recordings for LSF-2. One can see that the
flow slows approximately linearly with height, reach-
ing a very slow zone in the core at x � 61 mm, and
that no mean tangential component (e.g., swirl) exists
in the core. In the core region turbulent flames are
hydrodynamically stabilized where the mean flow
has slowed to a point where it matches the flame
propagation. The swirling flow at the outer edge is
symmetric and reproducible, offering opportunities
for investigation of a sheared, stratified premixed
flame. Stereo PIV taken in horizontal planes demon-
strates that the eight vanes actually impose a small
but observable structure in the swirling flow, but this
does not propagate to the center, and it decays with
height. Figure 5 shows a combined PIV�OH-PLIF
image of the LSF-2 flame, and it illustrates a com-
mon, reoccurring flame shape.

To capture the inflow conditions, stereo PIV was
applied to the outlet of the annular swirl assembly

and at the outlet of the nozzle as it entered the sur-
roundings. Radial profiles of mean and fluctuations of
velocity components at the exit of the swirler are
presented in Fig. 6. These results were acquired with
the nozzle removed, thereby imposing a radial com-
ponent that does not exist at that location when the
nozzle is in place. The data are useful as a specific test
of a swirler model, however, if the swirler has been
included in a computational domain. One can observe
that there are significant differences between the
data extracted just above a swirler passage and those
extracted just above a swirler vane, but this is not
surprising. The profiles, however, are fairly symmet-
ric. Next, radial profiles of mean and fluctuations of
velocity components at the exit of the nozzle are pre-
sented in Fig. 7. One can observe relatively symmet-
ric mean profiles, no swirl at the center, and the rms
values reach a minimum at the centerline.

Figure 8 shows a single-shot FRS temperature re-
cording (top) followed by a sequence of four OH-PLIF
images with a �t � 400 �s. It can be seen from the
OH field that the inner part of the flame, where the
flow is close to 2D on average, is not changing signif-
icantly. In the outer regions the swirl, the average
flow velocity, and the flow fluctuations all increase in

Fig. 4. (Color online) Ensemble average of 500 single-shot stereo
PIV images for LSF-2 (flow is going into the paper on the right side;
note that a few vectors were lost in the upper left of the image).

Fig. 5. (Color online) Combined single-shot PIV�OH-PLIF image
for LSF-2 (r � radial distance, x � height above nozzle).

Fig. 6. Exit velocity profiles of swirler for LSF-1 (2 mm down-
stream). Mean axial and tangential velocities (a) crossing over the
center of a flow passage and (b) crossing over the center of a vane.

3932 APPLIED OPTICS � Vol. 46, No. 19 � 1 July 2007

I One example from a
low-swirl burner.

I The vectors indicate in-plane
velocities and the colors
indicate out of plane
velocities.

I All the manufacturers sell

this style with setup

equipment and guidance,

but it costs more.



Tomographic PIV4

Relatively recent options are 3D PTV (Maas et al.

1993) and defocusing PIV (Pereira et al. 2000). These

techniques rely on the identification of individual par-

ticles in the PIV recordings. The exact position of the

particle within the volume is given by the intersection

of the lines of sight corresponding to a particle image in

the recordings from several viewing directions (typi-

cally three or four). The implementation of the particle

detection and location varies with the methods. In

comparison with the previous two methods, the 3D-

PTV approach offers the advantage of being fully

digital and fully 3D without the requirement for mov-

ing parts. The velocity distribution in the volume is

obtained from either particle tracking or by 3D-cross-

correlation of the particles pattern (Schimpf et al.

2003). However, the procedure for individual particle

identification and pairing can be complex and as it is

common for planar PTV several algorithms have been

proposed, which significantly differ due to the prob-

lem-dependent implementation. The main limitation

reported in literature is the relatively low seeding

density to which these techniques apply in order to

keep a low probability of false particle detection and of

overlapping particle images. Moreover, the precision

of the volume calibration or in the description of the

imaging optics is finite. This means the lines of sight for

a particle almost never truly intersect and an inter-

section criterion is needed. Consequently the maxi-

mum seeding density in 3D PTV is kept relatively low.

Maas et al. (1993) report a seeding density of typically

0.005 particles per pixel for a three camera system.

The development of the proposed tomographic-PIV

technique is motivated by the need to achieve a 3D

measurement system that combines the simple optical

arrangement of the photogrammetric approach with a

robust particle volume reconstruction procedure,

which does not rely on particle identification. As a

consequence the seeding density can be increased, with

respect to 3D PTV, to around 0.05 particles per pixel

(as will be shown later), which is not far from the

particle image density used in planar experiments. As a

consequence the flow field within the 3D domain can

be represented with a number of velocity vectors

comparable or slightly higher than obtained in planar

PIV. Furthermore, the proposed technique features the

instantaneous flow field measurement, as opposed to

scanning PIV, opening the possibility to perform 3D

measurements in several conditions irrespective of the

flow velocity. Finally the introduction of high-repeti-

tion rate PIV hardware is expected to further extend

the measurement technique capability to a 3D time-

resolved flow diagnostic tool as already demonstrated

in a recent study (Schröder et al. 2006).

3 Working principle of tomographic-PIV

The working principle of tomographic-PIV is sche-

matically represented in Fig. 1. Tracer particles im-

mersed in the flow are illuminated by a pulsed light

source within a 3D region of space. The scattered light

pattern is recorded simultaneously from several view-

ing directions using CCD cameras similar to stereo-

PIV, applying the Scheimpflug condition between the

image plane, lens plane and the mid-object-plane. The

particles within the entire volume need to be imaged in

focus, which is obtained by setting a proper f/#. The 3D

particle distribution (the object) is reconstructed as a

3D light intensity distribution from its projections on

the CCD arrays. The reconstruction is an inverse

problem and its solution is not straightforward since it is

in general underdetermined: a single set of projections

can result from many different 3D objects. Determining

the most likely 3D distribution is the topic of tomog-

raphy (Herman and Lent 1976), which is addressed in

Fig. 1 Principle of tomographic-PIV

Exp Fluids (2006) 41:933–947 935

123

I Tomographic PIV is a
serious extension of
Stereoscopic PIV.

I More cameras are used and
they are not located in a
single plane. Their lenses
are all in the Scheimpflug
arrangement.

I The cameras have to be

aligned similar to

Stereoscopic PIV but more

carefully.

4
Much of this discussion is based on “Tomographic particle image

velocimetry”, G.E. Elsinga, F. Scarano, B. Wieneke and B.W. van Oudheusden,
Expt. Fluids, 41, 933-947, (2006)



Tomographic PIV

I The laser sheet is expanded
into a very thick plane of
light and the camera lenses
are stopped down to give
long depth of field.

I The alignment grid now has
to be scanned from one side
to the other, doing camera
alignment and calibration at
many positions.

I A properly aligned system is

used to capture 2 flow-field

images per camera from

different angles relative to

the center plane of the laser

sheet.

Relatively recent options are 3D PTV (Maas et al.

1993) and defocusing PIV (Pereira et al. 2000). These

techniques rely on the identification of individual par-

ticles in the PIV recordings. The exact position of the

particle within the volume is given by the intersection

of the lines of sight corresponding to a particle image in

the recordings from several viewing directions (typi-

cally three or four). The implementation of the particle

detection and location varies with the methods. In

comparison with the previous two methods, the 3D-

PTV approach offers the advantage of being fully

digital and fully 3D without the requirement for mov-

ing parts. The velocity distribution in the volume is

obtained from either particle tracking or by 3D-cross-

correlation of the particles pattern (Schimpf et al.

2003). However, the procedure for individual particle

identification and pairing can be complex and as it is

common for planar PTV several algorithms have been

proposed, which significantly differ due to the prob-

lem-dependent implementation. The main limitation

reported in literature is the relatively low seeding

density to which these techniques apply in order to

keep a low probability of false particle detection and of

overlapping particle images. Moreover, the precision

of the volume calibration or in the description of the

imaging optics is finite. This means the lines of sight for

a particle almost never truly intersect and an inter-

section criterion is needed. Consequently the maxi-

mum seeding density in 3D PTV is kept relatively low.

Maas et al. (1993) report a seeding density of typically

0.005 particles per pixel for a three camera system.

The development of the proposed tomographic-PIV

technique is motivated by the need to achieve a 3D

measurement system that combines the simple optical

arrangement of the photogrammetric approach with a

robust particle volume reconstruction procedure,

which does not rely on particle identification. As a

consequence the seeding density can be increased, with

respect to 3D PTV, to around 0.05 particles per pixel

(as will be shown later), which is not far from the

particle image density used in planar experiments. As a

consequence the flow field within the 3D domain can

be represented with a number of velocity vectors

comparable or slightly higher than obtained in planar

PIV. Furthermore, the proposed technique features the

instantaneous flow field measurement, as opposed to

scanning PIV, opening the possibility to perform 3D

measurements in several conditions irrespective of the

flow velocity. Finally the introduction of high-repeti-

tion rate PIV hardware is expected to further extend

the measurement technique capability to a 3D time-

resolved flow diagnostic tool as already demonstrated

in a recent study (Schröder et al. 2006).

3 Working principle of tomographic-PIV

The working principle of tomographic-PIV is sche-

matically represented in Fig. 1. Tracer particles im-

mersed in the flow are illuminated by a pulsed light

source within a 3D region of space. The scattered light

pattern is recorded simultaneously from several view-

ing directions using CCD cameras similar to stereo-

PIV, applying the Scheimpflug condition between the

image plane, lens plane and the mid-object-plane. The

particles within the entire volume need to be imaged in

focus, which is obtained by setting a proper f/#. The 3D

particle distribution (the object) is reconstructed as a

3D light intensity distribution from its projections on

the CCD arrays. The reconstruction is an inverse

problem and its solution is not straightforward since it is

in general underdetermined: a single set of projections

can result from many different 3D objects. Determining

the most likely 3D distribution is the topic of tomog-

raphy (Herman and Lent 1976), which is addressed in

Fig. 1 Principle of tomographic-PIV

Exp Fluids (2006) 41:933–947 935
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Tomographic PIV

Relatively recent options are 3D PTV (Maas et al.

1993) and defocusing PIV (Pereira et al. 2000). These

techniques rely on the identification of individual par-

ticles in the PIV recordings. The exact position of the

particle within the volume is given by the intersection

of the lines of sight corresponding to a particle image in

the recordings from several viewing directions (typi-

cally three or four). The implementation of the particle

detection and location varies with the methods. In

comparison with the previous two methods, the 3D-

PTV approach offers the advantage of being fully

digital and fully 3D without the requirement for mov-

ing parts. The velocity distribution in the volume is

obtained from either particle tracking or by 3D-cross-

correlation of the particles pattern (Schimpf et al.

2003). However, the procedure for individual particle

identification and pairing can be complex and as it is

common for planar PTV several algorithms have been

proposed, which significantly differ due to the prob-

lem-dependent implementation. The main limitation

reported in literature is the relatively low seeding

density to which these techniques apply in order to

keep a low probability of false particle detection and of

overlapping particle images. Moreover, the precision

of the volume calibration or in the description of the

imaging optics is finite. This means the lines of sight for

a particle almost never truly intersect and an inter-

section criterion is needed. Consequently the maxi-

mum seeding density in 3D PTV is kept relatively low.

Maas et al. (1993) report a seeding density of typically

0.005 particles per pixel for a three camera system.

The development of the proposed tomographic-PIV

technique is motivated by the need to achieve a 3D

measurement system that combines the simple optical

arrangement of the photogrammetric approach with a

robust particle volume reconstruction procedure,

which does not rely on particle identification. As a

consequence the seeding density can be increased, with

respect to 3D PTV, to around 0.05 particles per pixel

(as will be shown later), which is not far from the

particle image density used in planar experiments. As a

consequence the flow field within the 3D domain can

be represented with a number of velocity vectors

comparable or slightly higher than obtained in planar

PIV. Furthermore, the proposed technique features the

instantaneous flow field measurement, as opposed to

scanning PIV, opening the possibility to perform 3D

measurements in several conditions irrespective of the

flow velocity. Finally the introduction of high-repeti-

tion rate PIV hardware is expected to further extend

the measurement technique capability to a 3D time-

resolved flow diagnostic tool as already demonstrated

in a recent study (Schröder et al. 2006).

3 Working principle of tomographic-PIV

The working principle of tomographic-PIV is sche-

matically represented in Fig. 1. Tracer particles im-

mersed in the flow are illuminated by a pulsed light

source within a 3D region of space. The scattered light

pattern is recorded simultaneously from several view-

ing directions using CCD cameras similar to stereo-

PIV, applying the Scheimpflug condition between the

image plane, lens plane and the mid-object-plane. The

particles within the entire volume need to be imaged in

focus, which is obtained by setting a proper f/#. The 3D

particle distribution (the object) is reconstructed as a

3D light intensity distribution from its projections on

the CCD arrays. The reconstruction is an inverse

problem and its solution is not straightforward since it is

in general underdetermined: a single set of projections

can result from many different 3D objects. Determining

the most likely 3D distribution is the topic of tomog-

raphy (Herman and Lent 1976), which is addressed in

Fig. 1 Principle of tomographic-PIV
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I A tomographic inversion is
used to identify all the
particle pairs in the volume.

I The particle pairs are then
subjected to a 3-D
correlation.

I A 3-D field of velocity

vectors is extracted from the

correlation.



Tomographic PIV

The cross-correlation analysis returned 64 · 64 · 30

velocity vectors using an interrogation volume size of

41 · 41 · 21 voxels with 75% overlap. Data validation

based on a signal-to-noise ratio threshold of 1.2 and on

the normalized median test with maximum threshold

of 2 (Westerweel and Scarano 2005) returns 4% spu-

rious vectors. The average signal-to-noise ratio and

normalized correlation coefficient are 3.8 and 0.6,

respectively.

An example of an instantaneous velocity distribu-

tion is presented in Fig. 13. In the plot the y-axis cor-

responds to the cylinder axis and the x-coordinate is

the distance from the cylinder axis in flow direction.

Low velocity and flow reversal is observed for x/D < 3

followed by a recovery of the flow velocity to approx-

imately 80% of its free stream value at x/D = 6. A

large swirling motion due to a Kármán vortex shed

from the lower surface of the cylinder is observed

around x/D = 2.8 and z/D = –0.2 (labeled as A in

Fig. 13), characterized by a vorticity peak. Besides the

Kármán vortices the vorticity iso-surface in Fig. 13 also

reveals a number of secondary streamwise vortex

structures (indicated by B), which interact with the

primary rollers. At the present Reynolds number the

shear layers separating from the cylinder are transi-

tional and three-dimensionality on the scale of the

Kármán vortices is expected (Williamson 1996).

To improve the visualization of the structural orga-

nization of the flow the span wise and the combination

of stream wise and z component of vorticity are color-

coded in Fig. 14. The four uncorrelated snapshots show

different phases of the vortex shedding cycle. The top-

left snapshot (corresponding to Fig. 13) contains parts

of four Kármán vortices; two from the lower cylinder

surface (green) at x/D = 2.8 and 6, and two from the

upper surface (cyan) at x/D = 2.5 and 4.5. The nor-

malized vorticity level in these vortices xyD/u¥ = 2.2

agrees fairly well with the recent planar PIV mea-

surements in the Reynolds number range 2,000 to

10,000 from Huang et al. (2006), who report an average

normalized peak vorticity of 2.1 at x/D = 3.

The secondary vortex structures are also clearly

visible in Fig. 14 (blue and red depending on the ori-

entation of vorticity in stream wise direction) and ap-

pear to be organized in counter rotating pairs.

Figure 15 shows in detail how the secondary vortices

curl in between the primary Kármán vortices. Their

effect is to first distort the primary rollers, as observed

in the upper two snapshots of Fig. 14 at x/D = 4.5, and

finally they cause the breakup of the primary vortices.

The two snapshots of Fig. 14-bottom show a more

regular span wise organization of the secondary vorti-

ces yielding a quasi periodic behavior. From a visual

inspection the normalized spatial wave length ky/D is

Fig. 12 Top view of the
reconstructed volume
showing the light intensity
integrated in y-direction. The
green lines indicate the
position of the light sheet
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Fig. 13 Instantaneous
velocity distribution showing
one every third vector and
vorticity magnitude iso-
surface (|x| = 2.3 · 103 s–1)
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I Here is a nice result from Elsinga et al. The image shows every

third vector, and the iso-surface is a vorticity magnitude

(|ω| = 2.3× 103s−1). ’A’ labels a Karman vortex and ’B’ labels

secondary, streamwise vortex structures. This was a fairly slowly

moving flow.



Tomographic PIV
I The tomographic inversion that works best for point images is an

algebraic method (vs. Fourier or back-projection).

I There are additional issues to be considered, as detailed by Elsinga
et al.

I The quality of the reconstruction goes up with the number of
cameras, but for more than 5 cameras the benefits are not great.

I The cameras should be at an angle to the plane between 15◦ and
45◦. Steeper angles do not sample enough of the volume but wider
angles sample too much of it and the inversion starts to make too
many “ghost” images.

I If 4 - 5 cameras are used one can load the flow with more particles
for better spatial resolution. Otherwise they can cause too many
ghost particles to be generated.

I Calibration errors should be held below 0.4 pixel (in location).
There are ways to get to 0.1 pixel, so this is possible but takes care.

I The large depth of field and requirements of the inversion schemes
produce spatial resolution that is not as

good as 2-D PIV.



Tomographic PIV

PIV from 
GDI spray, 
incl. vorticity

PIV from 
seed particles
in chamber gas

I Despite the difficulties, this technique has been applied to an optical

IC engine at TU Darmstadt5. These results were checked against

2-D PIV and the agreement was excellent.

5
“On the turbulent flow in piston engines: coupling of statistical theory

quantities and instantaneous turbulence” F. Zentgraf, E. Baum, B. Böhm,
A. Dreizler, and B. Peterson, Physics of Fluids, Vol. 28, No. 4, 045108, (2016)



Interface velocimetry

I Can we also extract velocity from images like this one?

. If we get two such images
separated by a time difference
∆t, can we get the velocity?
. There are ways to get some
velocity and acceleration
information about the interfaces,
but first some warnings.



Interface velocimetry

I Consider a PLIF image as an extreme example6.

. Unlike the sharp point images one
obtains in PIV, this image has diffuse
gradients. If we divide this image into
small interrogation cells it will be
impossible to do correlations.
. Also - how do we know a displacement
of intensity from one frame to the next
was caused by in-plane fluid motion and
not out-of-plane motion, or by chemistry
or diffusion?

. Do not try this!

6
”Systematic errors in optical-flow velocimetry for turbulent flows and

flames”, J. Fielding, M.B. Long, G. Fielding, and M. Komiyama,
Applied Optics, 40:6, 757-764, (2001)



Interface velocimetry

I This kind of flow is missing much of the gradient problem, and it is

not reacting or diffusing, which makes it possible to get data.

. If we have two images
separated by a time difference
∆t, there may be ways to extract
velocity and acceleration.
. You already know what I said
about using commercial PIV
software.



Interface velocimetry

I But, to re-emphasize, it’s not
possible to just do correlations.

I Here, imagine the bulk fluid has

not moved between two images.

PIV correlation software will find a

strong correlation between the

parallel components (e.g. the

horizontal spot) but it won’t know

which direction to point the vector.

You’d get a forest of big vectors

along the interface that have

nothing to do with fluid movement.

.
x



Interface velocimetry

. In a shadowgram, the light and dark spots
inside the flow are caused by index gradients
at the input and output faces.
. Imagine the jet didn’t move but grew
thicker. These light spots would change,
and that would look like they moved.
. No interior structures from a shadowgram
or Schlieren image should be correlated!
. Analyze just drops and fluid/gas
interfaces.

. Even then, if an object does not move in

the object plane, but does move closer to

the camera, perspective will make it look

bigger and then it will look like the interface

moved. It’s best to use the thinnest possible

depth of field and reject results that are

based on out of focus first or second images

via binarization and edge detection.

lighter regions



Interface velocimetry

I To extract velocity at the liquid/gas interface, one must be careful
acquiring the original images to make sure that the two images are
registered to each other correctly. The easiest way to do this is to
use one camera with an interline transfer style chip (as all PIV
systems use). These are capable of acquiring two images separated
by as little as 1 microsecond. Otherwise, if it is necessary to use two
cameras one can use commercial PIV systems to align them to a
grid placed in the object plane.

I Images should be flat field corrected to give good edge definition.

This is required because each pixel has a different level of dark

current (the current generated even when no light is falling on the

pixel) and a different amount of electrical gain for input photons

(including the wavelength dependent quantum efficiency).



Interface velocimetry

I To do a flat field correction, one must record an image with the lens
blocked for the dark current image and then acquire images with
varying light intensity, but the intensity has to be uniform across the
chip. One then creats a calibration formula for each pixel, zeroing
the dark current levels and matching gain curves. Most scientific
cameras have this as a built in feature.

I If you used an image intensifier you may also need to re-work the
flat field correction before edge detection and binarization7.

I One should also acquire an image without the flowfield present so

that one has an idea of the background. One can then use this

image to do background subtraction on each jet image, to remove

spatial variations caused just by the light source or other non-flow

related artifacts.

7
”Simultaneous correction of flat field and nonlinearity response of

intensified charge-coupled devices”, T.C. Williams and C.R. Shaddix,
Review of Scientific Instruments 78, 123702 (2007)



Interface velocimetry

I It would then be best to binarize the image8, to remove the light

and dark spots inside the image of the flow; to identify just the

fluid/gas interfaces.

. To do edge detection and binarization,

it’s best to analyze the intensity

distribution of the image and chose a

cutoff point based on that, because

human eyes are not good at seeing

subtle differences (I didn’t follow their

directions here, sorry).

8
”Minimum Error Thresholding”, J. Kittler and J. Illingworth,

Pattern Recognition, 19:1, 41-47, (1986)



Interface velocimetry

. Then for drops like those highlighted here

one can use particle tracking velocimetry. In

fact, one could use normal PIV software to

get an estimated vector. One can use that

estimated vector to locate the same drop in

the second frame. Past that point, it would

be best to find the weighted centroid of the

two drop images (since these are not point

images) and then get the displacement

between the two centroids for improved

accuracy.



Interface velocimetry

I There are several ways to extract velocity at distributed interfaces.

I ”Optical Flow” uses this expression to describe the motion of the
image irradiance I:

∂I

∂t
+ ~u · ∇I = 0 (4)

and by taking derivatives of the image one can extract the velocity
of the image irradiance (~u) which can often be related to the flow
velocity9.

I This approach falls into a category of solution called a gradient

method.

9
”Determining Optical Flow”, B.K.P. Horn and B.G. Schunck,

Artificial Intelligence, 17, 185-203, (1981))



Interface velocimetry

I To numerically search out a solution to equation 4 within
constraints that control the method, Horn and Schunck propose a
minimization over area A by varying u (in x and y):

minu(x,t)

∫
A

([
∂I

∂t
+ ~u · ∇I

]2

+ α2

)
d2x (5)

where α is a constraint cost function (related to smoothness in their
case).

I Gradient methods require taking derivatives of experimental (i.e.

noisy) data. That will, unfortunately, introduce even more noise and

so this approach can generate relatively high uncertainty.



Interface velocimetry

I One proposed way around that problem was presented by Tokumaru
and Dimotakis10. They integrate equation 4 by use of a Taylor’s
series expansion in I. They couch the treatment in terms of a
Lagrangian displacement field ξ(~x, t) in which ~x is a location on the
field ξ to be tracked, and ξ represents a fluid element that can
rotate and distort.

I If many terms in the Taylor expansion are retained, then many of
the interfacial motions and distortions can be captured. One
treatment could potentially be applied to the entire image. In
practice, however, this requires too many terms. Instead the entire
field is divided up into cells like the PIV correlation cells.

I Here we say that the displacement field ξ(~x, t) transforms the field

at ~x at time t◦ to a new location at time t1, say.

10
”Image correlation velocimetry”, P.T. Tokumaru and Dimotakis,

Expt. in Fluids, 19, 1-15, (1995)



Interface velocimetry

I We write:

I◦ ≡ I(x, t◦)

I1 ≡ I(x, t1) (6)

and if we linearize I and integrate equation 4, we get:

I1[ξ(~x, t1)]− I◦[ξ(~x, t◦)] = 0 (7)

Which is much simpler. Similar to equation 5, we write:

minξ(~x,t◦),ξ(~x,t1)

∫
A

(
[I1[ξ(~x, t1)]− I◦[ξ(~x, t◦)]]

2
+ α2

)
d2x (8)



Interface velocimetry

I Equation 8 really applies only to simple translation, because we
linearized the expression.

I If we divide the image up into sufficiently small cells, the motion
within each cell can be taken as translation.

I Tokumaru and Dimotakis discuss methods for ensuring that each
cell vector matches up to the next cell vector in a fluid mechanically
correct sense, based on higher order terms, but this may not be
necessary for images of simple liquid/gas interfaces.

I They then provide a scenario for solution of equation 8 in two
dimensions, using matrix manipulations easily adapted in codes like
Matlab.

I The main point is that even just extracting velocity from such

images requires the researcher to stop using commercial PIV codes,

do some serious background work, and write a code that properly

interrogates the images.



Dynamics

I Measurement of velocity is a measurement of kinematics, not
dynamics.

I If we have more than one measurement of velocity with a known
time spacing (∆t) between each of them it is possible to estimate
the acceleration involved simply by taking velocity differences and
dividing by ∆t.

I Often, but not always, the densities of the fluid and gas are

unchanging and so an image of acceleration is an image of forces

acting on the fluid, and that is a genuine image of dynamics.



Next topic

Imaging techniques based on ultra-short pulses.


